Flame Media is an internationally focused media organisation offering a suite of fully integrated services to content producers and buyers across all platforms.

Our business includes our UK-based production arm Wildflame and our new German production office Flame Media GmbH; a footage clipping service; channel sales; a multifunctional, sound-controlled studio facility in Sydney and a project finance, mergers and acquisitions advisory service.

Alongside these offerings is Flame Distribution, an international content distribution business with offices in London, Sydney, Singapore, North America, Greece and The Philippines, and representation in Latin and North America. Flame Distribution represents over 3,000 hours of content from more than 180 independent producers from around the world. We work to maximise the audience and financial returns on completed content, assist our producers find co-production opportunities, seek presales and advise on project financing.

The Flame sales team works with buyers across all platforms to offer a wide range of high-end factual and documentary content. Our aim is to deal in a proactive, flexible and professional manner at all times.

Our team, across the entire Flame Media business, is always available to speak to you about your production or content needs.

Best wishes,

John Caldon
Managing Director
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The documentary, made in partnership with Magnum Photos in anticipation of the 20th anniversary in 2021 of the September 11 terror attacks, is a thoughtful, intelligent and emotional reflection of the tragic events as seen through the work and memories of the photographers who were in Manhattan that day. Crucially, the film will focus entirely on the still images captured by Magnum Photographers each presented as a Decisive Moment. This powerful and revealing documentary will interweave personal testimonies with extraordinary photographic archive to forge the over-arching narrative of the film.
The Moors Murderers

6 x 52 min, HD

The 1960s Moors Murders are Britain’s most notorious crimes. Ian Brady and Myra Hindley horribly murdered five children and buried the bodies on the local moors. The ‘trial of the century’, the mothers’ grief and the decades-long police searches for the victims’ remains fuelled public anguish. Brady and Hindley became icons of evil. From behind bars they manipulated the mothers, the press, the police and British society for fifty years.

This definitive series tells the full fifty-years-long story of The Moors Murders. With an extended interview of the only eye-witness to any of the murders and unprecedented access to Brady’s and Hindley’s never-before-seen prison correspondence, this is compelling and chilling viewing.

MAP TV

The Secret World of the Masterpieces

6 x 60 min, HD/4K

The world’s greatest artworks in the world’s greatest galleries – as you’ve never seen them before. It is night at the museum and this is your exclusive private tour.

In this series, we will lead you on a breath-taking private tour through the greatest art museums and galleries of the world, avoiding the crowds, the confusion, the sore feet. Beginning outside at dusk, each hour-long programme will feature ten artworks, lovingly and classically shot in 4K. Some will be world-famous, some lesser-known, but all will be masterpieces. Between them, they will represent the very best of what the gallery has to offer, showcasing its range and its history.

Wildflame Productions
**Chocageddon**

1 x 60 min; 1 x 90 min, HD/4K

The world is running out of chocolate. It’s a $100 billion a year industry, with some 50 million people depending upon it for their livelihoods.

With consumption outstripping supply and the world already relying on stockpiles, chocolate could soon disappear. *Chocageddon* is the story of how the world’s chocolate producers are responding to this existential threat to our favourite treat.

Told through an engaging set of characters – leading scientists, chocolate makers and the subsistence level farmers we discover just why it is chocolate is so appealing – and so difficult to grow.

*Media Stockade for ZDF/Arte*

---

**Dr James and His Bizarre Beasts**

6 x 60 min, HD

*Dr James and His Bizarre Beasts* follows an engaging and passionate young Australian vet who runs a specialist exotic and native Australian animal veterinary practice.

Each week 28 year-old Dr James Haberfield treats a menagerie of between 100 and 150 animals that includes lizards, snakes, skunks and cockatoos. And this being Australia, James regularly treats some of the most dangerous creatures in the world.

The series follows the daily drama of the lives of James, his staff and the pets’ owners and records the highs and lows, tragedies and triumphs of one of the most unusual animal veterinary practices in Australia.

*Metamerflix for Channel 9 Australia*
Great National Parks

6 x 60 min, HD/4K

They’re home to spectacular landscapes, rare and protected species and cover huge parts of our planet, but National Parks are much more than stunning tourist destinations. These amazing spaces protect ecologies, are at the forefront of scientific development and can hold the answers to saving the world.

In this blue-chip landscape series, we’ll be globetrotting to explore six of the world’s most inspiring, innovative and impressive National Parks. Discovering not only their secrets, and the life within them, but digging deep into the innovations and pioneering work that is being undertaken in these iconic spaces around the world to tackle some of the biggest threats to life on our planet.

Wildflame Productions

Ice Detectives

4 x 60 min, HD/4K

Global warming is bad for the planet but ground-breaking for archaeology. With global temperatures on the rise, mountain ice has begun to thaw at a drastic pace and as a result ancient artefacts long lost between layers of ice and snow are starting to come to the surface. From 5000 year old Otzi the Ice Man found in the Alps to perfectly preserved Viking horseshoes in Norway, thousands of remarkable discoveries are being unearthed from glaciers and ice patches across the world. In this adventure archeology series, our talented team of experts battle brutal climates and inhospitable terrain to uncover our frozen treasures, as our Ice Detectives hunt for hidden history beneath the ice.

Wildflame Productions

Killer Nurse: The Case of Niels Högel

6 x 60 min, HD

Over several years nurse Högel killed more than a hundred patients in two hospitals in Northern Germany. The nurse administered fatal doses of medication to the people in his care to cause cardiac arrest. His motive was to impress his colleagues – by trying to revive the very patients he had attacked. Although he was caught in the act multiple times, his killing went on unhindered. This is the story of how a caring son of a nurse turned into the most prolific serial killer of the post-war era.

Flame Media GmbH, Rachals Film & Back2back Productions
Living Tasmania

4 x 60 min/ 7 x 30 min, HD/4K

Tasmania stands apart as an ancient land that is still somewhat unexplored and one of the last true wilderness regions on our planet. Boasting millions of years of evolution in isolation from the rest of the world, Tasmania holds many precious and rare natural secrets.

Living Tasmania explores the unique and iconic beauty of Tasmania through its endemic animals and the passionate experts that are dedicated to preserving the future of this magical place.

Utopia

Mission Predator

1 x 60 min, HD

In the fatal shark bite capital of the world, Western Australia, follow an intrepid trio of deep-sea divers, filmmakers and shark enthusiasts as they take their unique experiment from basic blueprint, to the build, then bringing it to life. On board mission boat ‘Balls’, the team test the concept in two stunning shark-infested locations, as we see how sharks react when they speed up the heart rate, to mimic a racing human heartbeat.

Showrunner Productions

True Vikings

10 x 60 min, HD/4K

They were the mightiest warriors the world has ever seen but how did a small nation of farmers conquer the far corners of the world... Extreme and fiercely ambitious this innovative hands-on historical documentary series will ‘bring to life’ authentic skills and artefacts on a truly epic scale. The series is hosted by modern Vikings, husband-and-wife team, award winning Factual Presenter Gry Molvær Hivju and Game of Thrones star Kristopher Hivju.

For the first time, contemporary men and women, mentored by the world’s leading Viking historians, will embark on an unprecedented journey of discovery, to transform our understanding of the Vikings.

Tindafilm, Wildflame Productions & Zig Zag Productions
200 Years on the Ice

1 x 50 min, HD

200 Years on Ice is a riveting story that captures the immense draw that Antarctica has had on dreamers, explorers and travellers alike over the last 200 years. Australian explorer Geoff Wilson attempts a Polar challenge that may see him travel further than any Polar explorers before him. The film captures the tragedy, the history and above all the extreme lengths to which humans will go to understand our unknown world. Amundsen, Scott, Shackleton, Mawson, Phillips, Ousland and Horn before Wilson all shared Polar pain in their own independent expeditions to explore the ice continent.

5th Element Expeditions for Curiosity Stream/ Delivery June 2020
Bowled Over

1 x 51 min, HD

Bowled Over centres on a troupe of drag performers, Taboo, who have found an unlikely following in the working-class, regional town of Ipswich, Queensland. They may have kept a local lawn bowls club financially afloat for the past nine years with their packed-out live shows, but with the impending retirement of Taboo’s ‘biggest wig’ after the show’s 10th anniversary, the club’s future is again being plunged into uncertainty. The (drag) race is on to find a successor.

Flickchicks for SBS Australia
Delivery July 2020

Silver Spitfire: The Longest Flight

3 x 60 min, HD

Coinciding with the 80th anniversary of the Battle of Britain, this adventure history series follows two friends and their support team as they attempt to fly a Silver Spitfire around the world re-living a very British boys own adventure as we discover how a miracle of British engineering transformed world history.

We’ll see their meticulous planning and extreme survival training as the crew face unpredictable weather, mechanical failures and hostile environments as they push themselves to the limit. They’ll put everything on the line to take this icon of freedom over the Seven Wonders of the World and beyond, before returning over the iconic White Cliffs of Dover.

Stamp & Wildflame Productions
Delivery Summer 2020
**Cave Hunters**

3 x 60 min **HD/4K**

*Cave Hunters* follows extreme speleologist Kieran McKay as he leads a series of expeditions to explore ancient cave systems and discover new life forms, the remains of extinct species and gain insights into the extraordinary geology of New Zealand. CGI will bring to life the remains of long extinct species hidden from the world and explain how rarely seen and undiscovered life forms exist in the blackness deep beneath the surface.

*Making Movies & GebruderBeetz for ZDF, ARTE & Discovery Brazil*

*Delivery December 2020*

---

**Human Footprints**

12 x 25 min / 6 x 50min, **HD**

Mankind has left impressive gigantic marks on the face of the earth: huge technological achievements in form of sky high constructions, artificial areas and mega machines.

This documentary series is set to find, explore and explain the greatest of these human footprints. Breath-taking new satellite footage even shows footprints, which move over time, like mines. We meet the people, who proudly reshape our planet.

*Flame Media GmbH & Producers Room for WELT*

*Delivery: 2nd half 2020*

---

**Super Volcano**

1 x 90 min / 2 x 60 min, **HD/4K**

Hidden seven miles below Yellowstone, America’s most famous National Park, lies an unseen terror, a time-bomb bigger than 1,000 Hiroshima bombs – the Super Volcano. A natural fiery monster building up to its next eruption, when it blows it will be a modern Pompeii and the biggest natural disaster ever to hit the modern world. This super volcano is a danger waiting to explode, and it’s not the only one on the planet. As NASA tries to beat this natural killer, our BAFTA-winning team of blue-chip documentary makers will bring a new understanding to the world’s biggest threat.

*Wildflame for Discovery USA & Channel 5*

*Delivery October 2020*

---

**Iberia - Life on the Edge**

2 x 60 min, **UHD**

Shot across an entire year in the Mediterranean forests of Spain and Portugal, this blue-chip natural history series reveals the challenges faced by the astounding and rare creatures that make this unique environment their home. Competition here is fierce and survival means overcoming constant challenges.

*Paleartic Films & Azor Producciones*

---
The Australian Outback’s wildest treasure hunters return with new teams and new machines to face even bigger challenges as they push their bodies, bank accounts and will power to the limit on a quest to strike it rich hunting a treasure worth over 500 times more than gold: Opal.

A single piece can be worth millions of dollars and 90% of the world’s entire supply lies hidden beneath the searing Australian Outback. A lucky miner could become a millionaire overnight.

With ten teams across four states the series joins their daily battle to find a fortune, living off the grid, surviving the searing heat, fighting breakdowns and ruthless opal thieves.

Prospero Productions for Discovery Channel/2018 – 2020
**NEW TITLES**

**Cat Hospital**  
6 x 30 min, HD  

This six-part observational series reveals the cute, cuddly and dramatic daily life at Ireland’s first veterinary hospital catering exclusively to cats! We go behind the scenes at the Cork Cat Hospital – meet the cats and watch their cases unfold, from grooming and neutering to house calls and life and death medical emergencies. We watch cat expert Clare Meade and her team of dedicated professionals at work caring for their feline clientele. Each episode has drama, tension and heart-warming moments as cat owners and staff await diagnoses and the outcomes of surgery on their beloved cats. The deep bonds between human and animal ensure strong emotions and big highs and lows.

Cornelia Street Productions for RTE Ireland/ 2019

**Only Foals and Horses**  
4 x 30 min, HD  

Friends and horse vets Lisa Durham and Philippa Hughes are passionate about caring for their four-legged clients. From their clinic in Wales, they head up an all-female team tackling all kinds of medical dilemmas around the clock and in all weathers. In this brand-new series, we follow a year in the lives of the vets as they cover 3,500 square miles of mid and south west Wales treating horses valued between £1 and £1 million. Different seasons bring different challenges from foaling in spring to an equine flu outbreak in the summer.

Boom Cymru, Carlam and Hay Productions for BBC Wales/ 2019

**Psychic Kelley**  
13 x 52 min, HD  

Psychic Kelley is a docu-series following beloved Psychic Medium, Kelley Muise, as she uses her innate paranormal gifts to change the world while finding balance living a quirky backcountry lifestyle. Kelley transforms lives EVERY. SINGLE. DAY. Whether it’s confronting issues with a lost loved one or ridding a home of an evil entity Kelley lights the way. And when she returns home for a much-needed rest, watch out! Kelley, her husband Paul and their “chosen family” get up to some ridiculous antics!

Clerisy Entertainment for Eastlink Canada/ 2019
RETURNING SERIES

Family Rules
Series 3: 6 x 26 min, HD
Also available in HD
Series 1: 6 x 26 min
Series 2: 6 x 26 min
Landmark observational documentary series Family Rules, which follows Noongar mother, Daniella and her daughters, is returning. As well as celebrating the arrival of a new baby and Daniella’s 50th birthday, members of the Rule family have been making some important life decisions.
Metamorflix for NITV 2017 – 2020

Start Me Up
Series 2: 6 x 30 min, HD
Also available:
Series 1: 6 x 30 min, HD
MOD and Martin are back, attempting to breathe life into some overlooked, forgotten or abandoned classic cars hidden around the countryside – with a little help from MOD’s mates and some car-crazy locals. But can they get these fascinating automotive relics fired up after years of neglect?
SMU Media for TVNZ/ 2018 - 2019

Scrap Kings
20 x 50 min, HD
Also available:
Series 1: 8 x 50 min, HD
Scrap Kings celebrates the real life hands-on heroes demolishing and scrapping Britain’s redundant buildings, bridges, boats, planes and giant vehicles.
As the natural resources of the earth are exploited towards scarcity, in the world of demolition, scrap and recycling, critical raw materials are extracted and reworked. Rubble is crushed into new aggregates, old wood into biomass fuel and scrap metals melted down to be made into new parts or machines.
Back2back for Quest UK and ProSieben/ 2016 - 2020

Rare Breed
Series 8: 12 x 30 min
Also available in HD:
Series 1: 12 x 30 min
Series 2: 12 x 30 min
Series 3: 12 x 30 min
Series 4: 12 x 30 min
Series 5: 12 x 30 min
Series 7: 12 x 30 min
Series 6: 12 x 30 min
The hugely successful Rare Breed returns for its eight year and it is all change again with new families, new farms and new challenges charting the reality of farming in 21st century Ireland. The series gives the viewer a real insight into the lives of the people who carry on this vital tradition and industry.
Crawford McCann for UTV/ TV3 (Virgin Media)/ 2012 – 2019
The Arctic Farmer
Series 1: 6 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 6 x 30 min, HD
Christmas Special: 1 x 48 min, HD
The Arctic Farmer follows Kari-Anne, a former museum worker and passionate animal lover as she heads North with a small flock of sheep to start a new life on an arctic island where boats are more important than barns. Full of ideas, positivity and determination, her dream is to live a modern life based on an ancient way of farming which was about to be lost.

Tindefilm for NRK Norway/ 2017 - 2018

Billionaire Wonderland
5 x 60 min, HD
Across five episodes Sherlock star Yasmine Akram visits the very different playgrounds of the super-rich – New York & the Hamptons, the Cote d’Azur, Mallorca & Ibiza and Los Angeles. There she meets Irish ex-pats who have carved successful careers and made fortunes working in these glittering wonderlands.

Waddell Media for RTE Ireland/ 2018

Drag Heals
5 x 30 min, HD
Drag Heals is a documentary series that follows men who have never worn heels or make-up but have always dreamed of letting their inner drag queen out! These men (and aspiring queens!) enter Canada’s first ever Drag class to explore how to create a compelling drag persona based on personal experience. For most, this is akin to a second coming out process. The culmination of the workshops will be a public performance where they will face down their fears of stepping into the limelight.

Border2Border Entertainment for OUT TV/ 2018

Find Me a Home
Series 1: 6 x 25 min, HD
Series 2: 6 x 25 min, HD
Series 3: 6 x 25 min, HD
The popular observational documentary series returns, offering compelling snapshots of the dysfunctional property market, with human stories at the heart. The series centres around contrasting property markets where we meet a wide variety of house hunters often in very tricky situations.

Waddell Media for RTE Ireland/ 2016 – 2018

Growing Sense
10 x 23 min, HD
Novice blind gardener Milena teams up with veteran ecological landscaper Rosmarie to build an accessible garden plot, tackle tough landscaping projects, and cultivate a new friendship with a common belief: regardless of challenges, each of us has the power to make a positive impact on our own lives and the environment through gardening and sustainable living. With these two dynamic women there will always be something new and exciting cropping up in the garden.

Tell Tale Productions for AMI Channel Canada/ 2018

Eyes for the Job
Series 1: 13 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 13 x 30 min, HD
Series 3: 13 x 30 min, HD
Hosted by do-it-yourself enthusiasts Chris Judge and Alex Haider, Eyes for the Job shares DIY projects and home renovations with an accessibility twist. Chris Judge is a blind builder and there’s nothing that he loves more than getting into a workshop and building something. Tune in as they challenge themselves to learn new skills while lending a hand in the community.

Clerisy Entertainment for AMI Canada/ 2017 – 2019
He’s Fit
Series 1: 12 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 10 x 30 min, HD
Who’s the fittest of them all? Celebrity trainer Craig Ramsay hosts a show full of shirtless fitness, muscle exploitation and solid information!
Power Media for OUT TV/ 2019

Hey Qween!
Series 5: 25 x 44 min, HD
Series 6: 24 x 44 min + Beach House Special 6 x 44 min, HD
Series 7: 12 x 44 min + Season Pride Special 6 x 44 min, HD
Comedian Jonny McGovern hosts Hey Qween! the gayest talk show of all time! Jonny and his sidekick, drag diva Lady Red Couture, riff about current hot topics and interview amazing guests. Some fabulous guests include: RuPaul, Alaska, Katya & Trixie Mattel, Bob The Drag Queen, Dita Von Teese, Jinkx Monsoon, Michelle Visage, Raven, Sharon Needles, Raja, Nina Bo’nina Brown and more!
Power Media for OUT TV/ 2017 – 2019

Look at Huh
Series 3: 25 x 22 min, HD
Series 4: 24 x 22 min + Beach House Special 6 x 22 min, HD
Series 5: 12 x 22 min, HD + Pride Special 6 x 22 min, HD
Look at Huh is the Hey Qween’s spin off sister show... the juiciest talk show of all time where celebrity guests spill the T on their celebrity friends and their celebrity feuds, and reveal secrets they never thought they’d share!
Power Media for OUT TV/ 2019

Indiana Joes: The Herbert Brothers
8 x 30 min, HD
Winning $1 million could change your life, right? Follow five somewhat nutty brothers from the tiny town of Batesville, Indiana who did just that – launching an advertising empire after winning a $1 million grand prize in a Super Bowl commercial competition for tortilla chips.
Zig Zag Productions for A&E USA/ 2015
Jade Fever

Season 1 – 12 x 30, HD
Season 2 – 16 x 30, HD
Season 3 – 12 x 30, HD
Season 4 – 14 x 30, HD
Season 5 – 14 x 30, HD

Jade Fever is a docu-series about the Bunce family that owns a large jade mining claim in remote Jade City, BC. The Bunces employ most of the people in town. If they strike it rich—everyone wins; if they fail—a whole town falls flat on its face. With the demand for jade sky-rocketing in China, Claudia and Robin Bunce are in for a wild ride. A single Jade boulder can be worth millions, but finding it pushes everyone to the limit. With tensions on site, a short mining season and their investors breathing down their throats, can the Bunces strike Jade and keep their town afloat?

Omnifilm Entertainment for Discovery Canada/ 2015 – 2019
Available for MENA & Transport rights only

Lebanese Beauty Queens

1 x 54 min, HD

Lebanese Beauty Queens goes behind the scenes of Australia’s most controversial beauty pageant. For 16 years the pageant has been a major event on the Sydney Lebanese community’s calendar, where the daughters of proud families compete to be crowned Miss Lebanon Australia. With the pageant night looming, the stage is set for another year of pageant fever.

iKandy Films for SBS Australia/ 2018

Mind Over Money

Series 1: 6 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 6 x 30 min, HD

Distilling forty years of research, Mind over Money mixes social experiment, psychological insight and interviews with real people trying to get to grips with their Money Personalities, along with simple tricks we can all use to be better with money.

Ruckus Media for TVNZ/ 2016 - 2018

Only in Australia

8 x 60 min, HD

Only in Australia is an action-packed and often irreverent adventure series, following four young Australians as they criss-cross the world’s only island continent to discover the precious, proud and truly out of the ordinary. Delving into the past, present and future, each of the astonishing eight episodes explores a part of the Australian experience that defines and unites its people.

Prospero Productions for NGC Network Australia/ 2019

Outback Truckers

Series 1: 5 x 53 min
Series 2: 13 x 45 min
Series 3: 13 x 45 min
Series 4: 13 x 45 min
Series 5: 13 x 45 min
Series 6: 13 x 45 min
Series 7: 13 x 45 min, HD

The forbidding extremes of the vast Australian interior challenge the cast of Outback Truckers as this unique series. From extreme heat to deadly bushfires to life threatening breakdowns in the back of beyond, the series captures the real life dramas of truckers as they race deadlines and the elements to deliver on time.

Prospero Productions for Discovery Channel/ 2019
For Love or Money forensically unpicks a rapidly growing and highly emotional type of fraud: online romance scams. Offering a mix of consumer and crime, with an emotional heart and engaging central narrative, each episode will unravel the truth behind one main case. Presenters Kym March and Ashley John-Baptiste lead a gripping search for the truth.

BBC Studios for BBC / 2019
**Behind the Blue Line**

1 x 49 min, HD

Australia is undergoing a rapid cultural transformation and the police must adapt. Set in the Perth suburb of Mirrabooka, where the community speaks more than 100 languages, *Behind the Blue Line* follows the frontline officers as they tackle the suburb’s serious drug crime and domestic violence issues. A combination of old pros and new, culturally-diverse recruits, the Mirrabooka officers are open, humorous guides to one of the most complex policing tasks in Australia.

Periscope Pictures & Joined Up Films for SBS Australia/ 2018

---

**Neighbourhood Blues**

Available in HD

Series 1: 5 x 45 min
Series 2: 10 x 45 min
Series 3: 10 x 45 min
Series 4: 10 x 45 min
Series 5: 10 x 45 min
Series 6: 9 x 45 min
Series 7: 10 x 45 min
Series 8: 10 x 45 min
Series 9: 10 x 45 min
Plus 10 x 30 minute edited episodes

*Neighbourhood Blues* follows the work of ground-breaking special Neighbourhood Policing teams across the UK as they combat anti-social behaviour and confront the problems of troubled communities. This latest series of *Neighbourhood Blues* follows Northumbria Police’s Neighbourhood Teams as they work with the public to keep our streets safe across the North East of England.

Rawcut for BBC One/ 2013 – 2018

---

**Taken**

Series 1: 13 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 13 x 30 min, HD
Series 3: 13 x 30 min, HD

*Taken* confronts, head-on, the clues that link the stories of over 1000 woman and girls whom have gone missing or been murdered in Canada. The documentary series focuses on open cases with hopes of generating tips from viewers to solve these mysteries. Audiences are introduced to women as individuals, as their chilling, heart-breaking stories are told by law enforcement, community leaders and the loved ones they’ve left behind.

Eagle Vision for APTN and CBC Canada/ 2016 – 2018
In an ever-changing world, the boundaries of technology, medicine and quality of life are advancing constantly. This is all alongside the changes in climate which are becoming more and more apparent. One way which we can monitor these changes is by looking at what we eat. The growing variety of food is growing constantly.

Living Vegan looks at five individuals who have embraced the vegan lifestyle. From their day to day lives and unique and powerful stories we look at why the vegan lifestyle is on the rise? Get an insight into the new revolution that is shaping the modern world and discover what it is like Living Vegan.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
**Doctor in the House**

Series 1: 6 x 50 min, HD  
Series 2: 6 x 50 min, HD  
Series 3: 6 x 50 min, HD  
Series 4: 6 x 50 min, HD  
FORMAT AVAILABLE

A crusading medical team make the ultimate house call to challenge a household to wake up to the health threats in their future. Each episode, they follow one household everywhere - at home, at work, at school, at the pub. Wherever they go, a doctor - white coat and clipboard in hand - is over their shoulder taking notes, poking and prodding. In an emotive intervention the doctors reveal in graphic detail the worst case scenarios, connecting the dots between their daily behaviours and the impact on their health.

Independent Pictures for TV3 Ireland/ 2014 - 2018

---

**How Not to Get Cancer**

4 x 45 min, HD

Practicing for over 20 years and operating primarily on cancer patients, Dr Babor sees the suffering cancer causes. How Not to Get Cancer follows him on the fascinating quest to discover what prevention really looks like in the modern world. Just a few simple changes can help pave the way to a longer, healthier life – and by identifying the key factors we have more power to beat cancer than we think.

Storymaker for TVNZ/ 2019

---

**A Peace of Nourishment**

1 x 55 min, HD

A series that strives to heal, educate and empower, as it ventures deep inside the psychology and emotion of eating disorder recovery. After suffering with an eating disorder for more than 20 years, Kylie van der Veer shares intimate details on her fight for recovery, documented by her partner Annie over the last 3.5 years.

Mickey Finn Films for ABC Australia/ 2018
New Zealand owes its existence to a fiery past. Volcanoes lifted islands out of the sea and generated rivers from their slopes. But the past isn’t dead. From a lava tube hidden under suburban sprawl to lost wonders of the world, alien lifeforms, and a city built above a ticking time bomb, it’s presenting a dire warning that history will soon be repeating itself.

Journeying into some of New Zealand’s most remote and stunning locales, Volcanic New Zealand follows researchers and adventurers working at the bleeding edge of science.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz for ZDF & ARTE/ 2018
**Dino Trails**

Series 2: 5 x 15 min, HD / 4K  
Also available:  
Series 1: 5 x 12 min / 1 x 54 min, HD / 4K

The *Dino Trails* series reveals the latest dinosaur discoveries in Canada that are making headlines around the world and explains why these locations are famous.  
The returning series continue to explore unknown bone beds and up-and-coming palaeontologists who are leading research and advancing palaeontology in Alberta and British Columbia. The series also introduces new fossil hunters.

Brandy Y Productions Inc / 2017 - 2019

---

**The Dinosaur Echo**

1 x 44 min / 1 x 52 min, HD / 4K

*The Dinosaur Echo* is a documentary about the renaissance of palaeontology in Canada today and what dinosaurs can teach us about climate change. The film introduces us to a new generation of palaeontologists who are making extraordinary dinosaur discoveries in Alberta and British Columbia in Canada.

Brandy Y Productions Inc for CBC Canada / 2017

---

**The Curious Mind**

4 x 45 min, HD

*The Curious Mind* follows Nigel Latta on a fascinating journey to explore the miracles of the human mind with the help of BabyX, one of the most advanced Artificial Intelligence models on the planet.  
While our journey to fully understand the human brain is in its infancy, major breakthroughs have been made in discovering what the brain is capable of. This series shows the astounding things neuroscientists now know about our brain and explore how these discoveries can improve the way we live our lives in this modern busy, stressful world.

Ruckus Media for TVNZ / 2018
The Kingdom: How Fungi Made Our World
1 x 52 min, HD/4K

The Kingdom: How Fungi Made Our World takes us into an alien world where some of the most persistent and ancient life forms on our planet connect entirely. By looking at fungi as an epic evolutionary story, scientists are making discoveries that will change our lives. Some fungi will save us, others will threaten us and we are just beginning to understand which is which.

Smith & Nasht Production & Real to Reel Productions Inc for ZDF, Arte, SVT Sweden, CBC Canada and Curiosity Stream USA/ 2018

Ms Scientist
1 x 44 min, HD/4K

Ms Scientist explores how Canada is trying to get female scientists to stay in the fields of science and progress to the top. Ms Scientist looks at the successes and challenges that Canada’s female scientists face. The film delves into their lives and examines the obstacles that are hindering their success such as balancing family and work, sexual harassment and unconscious bias.

Brandy Y Productions for CBC Canada/ 2018

Our Infinite Universe: Is There Other Life?
1 x 44 min, HD/4K

Our Infinite Universe explores one of the most significant unanswered questions of our time ‘Does infinity exist?’ and if so, what are the implications of an infinite universe. Conversations with leading thinkers from multiple disciplines reveal the latest in scientific research, in this visually stunning documentary film.

Flickapolitan Pty Ltd/ 2019

The Thin Pill
3 x 46 min, HD

For the first time in human history, children are facing shorter lives than their parents. The reason? Obesity – it’s a killer epidemic that destroys millions of lives each year.

What if there was a magic pill that could help you lose weight? An elite New Zealand research facility is undertaking a revolutionary study on four overweight teenage girls to do just that. The catch? Their silver bullet that the girls must take is filled with human faeces.

Over six months, the series follows four obese teenage girls to see if this revolutionary treatment actually works. Along the way, we’ll also dive into the cutting edge of science behind the human microbiome, how we gain weight, and why fat can be so stubborn to lose.

Razor Films for Prime TV NZ/ 2018
Work on the Wildside

20 x 60 min, HD

Work on the Wild Side follows vets, veterinary nurses and long term volunteers who have given up their day jobs and moved to South Africa to rescue, rehabilitate and help save the lives of some of the extraordinary animals that live there. The series tells their stories and those of the animals in their care.

Waddell Media for Channel 4/ 2020
NEW TITLES

Fascinating New Zealand
1 x 90 min/ 2 x 52 min, HD
This documentary draws the viewer on a fascinating journey into the breath-taking origins and incredible present of New Zealand, exploring the islands by land, by sea and from the air and discovering the astonishing diversity of this natural paradise. On our journey through the country, we travel to places that are particular to New Zealand, getting to know the native plants and animals. We encounter places that still tell the story of how New Zealand originated: rugged fjords, bizarre high mountain peaks, steaming volcanic landscapes and spectacular cave systems. These are crossed with lush rainforests and fields that profit from the fertile volcanic soil. Few countries in the world have as many different natural spaces to offer as New Zealand.
Gebrueder Beetz Filmproduktion for ARTE & ZDF/ 2020

Ocean Current Odyssey
3 x 60 min, HD/4K/8K
A blue chip natural history series exploring the biology and global significance of the East Australian Current. Shot in 8K using award-winning cinematographers and featuring respected experts, the series aims not only to capture the spectacular beauty of Australia’s east coast, but also to explore the profound importance that all ocean currents have on the lives of people all over the world.
Wild Pacific Media for ABC Australia & ARTE

Operation Sharklift
1 x 45 min, HD
In the busy harbour of Noumea in New Caledonia, a tropical paradise is under threat from an influx of huge, hand-fed Bull Sharks. New Caledonian scientist, Dr Laurent Vigliola, recruits Australian shark scientist, Dr Will Robbins, to test a world-first plan. Together they catch, crane-lift, and relocate several Bull Sharks to a pristine coral reef in hopes they will adapt to their new home away from people, and learn to feed in the wild.
Sealight for Nat Geo/ 2019
**Kitten TV**

Available in **HD**:
- Kitten Town – 1 x 42 min
- Kitten Craze – 1 x 30 min
- Snow Globe – 1 x 12 min
- Christmas Morning – 1 x 44 min
- Secret Kitten Garden – 1 x 30 min
- Minecraft Kittens – 1 x 13 min
- Mittens in Hats – 1 x 12 min

Available in **4K**:
- Scaredy Cats – 1 x 38 min
- Space Kittens – 1 x 52 min
- Kittens in the Mist – 1 x 48 min
- A Kitten Christmas – 1 x 47 min
- Game of Yarns – 1 x 44 min
- My Perfect Valentine – 1 x 42 min

And also available in **4K**:
- Goat TV – Billy the Kid – 1 x 26 min
- Puppy TV – Barkwatch – 1 x 23 min

No actors. No dialogue. Just kittens...endless kittens. Kitten TV is ‘ambient television,’ leave it on in the background of your life. It’s like the fire log channel...except cuter.

Open Sky Pictures for Telus Canada/ 2014 - 2018

---

**The Cat Report**

13 x 30 min, **HD**

The Cat Report follows the lives of lions, cheetahs, hyenas and leopards of the Maasai Mara and Greater Kruger National Park. These big cat families and hyena clans have names, personalities and prowess. Their everyday, intimate encounters draw audiences into close and lasting relationships with each of them. From family quarrels and love affairs to wild hunts and cute cubs, these animals never have a dull moment.

WildEarth TV/ 2018

---

**Off the Beaten Track with Kate Humble**

Series 1: 4 x 30 min, **HD**
Series 2: 4 x 30 min, **HD**

Off the Beaten Track showcases Wales, no holds barred. Viewers are treated to an intimate portrait of the lives of the people living in the most remote and rural areas of the country; showing how they live, thrive and survive in the ever changing landscape of this modern world; encapsulated by the beautiful backdrop of stunning vistas and, of course, the glorious Welsh weather.

Tatu Pictures for BBC Wales and BBC 2/ 2017 - 2019

---

**Predator Bloodlines**

5 x 52 min, **HD**

The fight for survival sets these six extraordinary characters and their families apart. With the camera lens having captured these animals’ lives daily for three years, the series allows viewers to witness personalities that defy expectation, to see determination without equal, and to watch these characters navigate the extreme tribulations of life in the wild where bloodlines are everything and they strive at all costs to conquer the ultimate prize: survival for themselves and their kin.

Wild Earth TV/ 2019
Under the Sea: The Great Barrier Reef

3 x 52 min HD/4K

Over 2600km in length, a natural wonder of the natural world, the biggest living organism on the planet and the only living thing you can see from space; it is the Great Barrier Reef. One of the most amazing places on earth. Now, adventurer Iolo Williams is living his lifetime dream of diving on the reef and finding out how healthy the reef is at a critical time in its history. He’ll see amazing wildlife: turtles, sharks, sea snakes and huge stingrays. He’ll travel from north to south stopping off at key points to dive down amongst all the wonderful wildlife and coral.

Also available:
Wonders of the Great Barrier Reef with Iolo Williams

1 x 60 min, HD/4K

Wildflame Productions for S4C & BBC4/ 2017 – 2018

Wild Bear Rescue

24 x 30 min, HD

Wild Bear Rescue is a docu-series following a round-the-clock mission of the Langen family in Northern BC, which operates Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter—the only one in the world licensed to raise and release grizzlies. Bristling with drama, comedy and irresistible cuteness Wild Bear Rescue tracks endearing bear cubs’ dramatic rescues and their growth into yearlings.

Omnifilm Entertainment for Animal Planet/ 2016 – 2019

Available for MENA & Transport rights only
This three-hour slow TV documentary will explore Australia’s most popular chocolate company, Cadbury. And to milk the moment, we will film it during the production of its Easter Egg and Bunny, the number one selling chocolate products during Easter.

The programme will take a ‘paddock-to-plate’ approach by following the chocolates’ journey from the raw ingredients – the idyllic dairy farms of Tasmania and the sugar plantations of tropical North Queensland – to the factory floor, where the audience will be immersed and mesmerised in the melting, rolling, drying, shaping and wrapping that goes into making Easter eggs and bunnies.
The Ghan
1 x 3 hr / 1 x 17 hr, HD
This innovative three-hour documentary takes the viewer on an immersive, visually stunning journey on Australia’s most iconic passenger train. The Ghan doesn’t just travel through the heart of Australia from Adelaide to Darwin, it explores the opening up of the interior of Australia by early immigrants including Europeans, Chinese, and the Afghan cameleers The Ghan is named after.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia / 2017

The Indian Pacific
1 x 3 hr / 1 x 17 hr, HD
Filmed over four days and across 4,352km, The Indian Pacific is a slow TV documentary that explores the cultural, political and social history of Australia as train travels from Perth on the Indian Ocean to Sydney on the Pacific. We see how critical the train was to joining the east and west coasts of Australia, and learn fascinating and little-known stories like the crash-landing of the NASA Skylab in the desolate Nullabor in 1979 as well as the natural history of this vast continent.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia / 2018

The Kimberley Cruise
1 x 3 hr / 1 x 14 hr, HD
The Kimberley Cruise takes slow TV enthusiasts across the 1001 nautical miles of rugged coastline between Broome and Darwin, following the route of Muslim traders, Japanese pearlers, European explorers, pirates and refugees.

Travelling on the Coral Discoverer, viewers are treated to a visually spectacular feast of one of Australia’s best known – and least travelled – coastlines captured by a myriad of cameras, including majestic drone shots revealing the sheer scale of the region, the grandeur of the ocean and the bounty of Mother Nature.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia / 2018
Biography

Britney Spears: Breaking Point
1 x 60 min, HD

The fragile connection between superstardom and mental health is uncovered as we witness a devastating 14 month period in the life of pop princess Britney Spears: from the head shaving to the tattoos, and from the divorce to rehab. With contributions from world renowned psychologists and paparazzi who covered the story, we reveal what pushed Britney Spears to her Breaking Point.

Waddell Media for Channel 5/ 2019
ABBA: Super Trouper
1 x 60 min, HD
Bursting onto the scene at the 1974 Eurovision song contest, ABBA took the world by storm, going on to sell over 300 million albums and singles and gave birth to the billion-dollar franchise, Mamma Mia. But their fame didn’t come without pain. Behind their lyrics were honest signs of true heartbreak. Since announcing their break in 1982, ABBA have continued to welcome new fans, generation after generation.
Entertain Me Productions/2018

Amy Winehouse: The Legacy
1 x 60 min, HD
Amy Winehouse was one of the most discussed singer-songwriters of her generation. Her soulful voice won her critical acclaim, scores of awards and fans from all walks of life, while her turbulent and decadent lifestyle made her an irresistible target for the press.
Entertain Me Productions/2017

Ariana Grande: State of Mind
1 x 54 min, HD
Ariana Grande has had an unstoppable reign in the charts, breaking records and demanding attention for her four octave vocal range. At just 26, her whirlwind career has assisted her in becoming who she is today. An incredible vocal range and a handful of record breaking albums behind her, she has what it takes to create a lasting legacy in the world of music.
Entertain Me Productions/2019

The Beatles: In the Life
1 x 64 min, HD
Shooting onto the scene in the early 60’s, The Beatles took the world by storm. Their fame was new, massive and continues to this day. They are still the best-selling band of all time, with over 183 million sales worldwide with a net worth of 600 million dollars. Witness the whole story from the Hamburg days all the way through to the studio years.
Entertain Me Productions/2019

Killing John Lennon
1 x 58 min, HD
On a cold dark winter’s night on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, New York City, one man made a fateful decision that changed the world—forever. It was 8th December 1980 and John Lennon was about to take his final steps. Killing John Lennon is a dramatic psychoanalysis and step-by-step breakdown behind the lead up to one of the most shocking and senseless crimes the world has ever witnessed.
Entertain Me Productions/2019

Lennon & McCartney: Hello from Liverpool
1 x 60 min, HD
Lennon and McCartney took the world by storm when they toured the world with the monumental band The Beatles. Their song writing completely changed the music industry, changing people’s lives and evolving the sound of the 1960’s. Witness the journey of two of the greatest songwriters who ever graced the world, and how their legacy has forever lived on.
Entertain Me Productions/2019

Paul McCartney: Wings of a Beatle
1 x 65 min, HD
From the small clubs of Liverpool to the world stage, Sir Paul McCartney has dedicated his life to the music industry. He has not only dominated the airwaves all over the world with the Beatles, he has also dominated the charts with Wings and his Solo work.
Entertain Me Productions/2019
Bob Marley: Roots of the Man
1 x 60 min, HD
Bob Marley rose from eager rural beginnings and blossomed into a reggae luminary. Bob’s musical influence is still felt all around the world today, but he was more than just a musician – he had a universal such quality in his messages that transcended race, colour, economic and class. This documentary explores the life of one of the 20th century’s most charismatic and challenging performers. Entertain Me Productions/2017

Cher: Life in the Spotlight
1 x 58 min, HD
A legendary musician, a timeless icon, Cher has secured her legacy amongst the stars. Starting out as a young girl with crippling stage fright, evolving into one of the most recognised figures in Hollywood, she has established six decades of stardom, with an increasing popularity throughout. Entertain Me Productions/2019

Cristiano Ronaldo: The One and Only
1 x 60 min, HD
With over 61 individual awards including a record breaking 5 Ballons d’Or, Cristiano Ronaldo has become the second most award winning player in Football history. Playing from a young age in Madeira, Portugal, Ronaldo went on to rise through the ranks and become an icon at Sporting Lisbon, Manchester United, Real Madrid and Juventus. Witness the journey from the young Portuguese prodigy to one of the greatest players of all time. Entertain Me Productions/2019

The Diana Story
3 x 45 min, HD
The Diana Story is a three-part documentary on the life of Princess Diana. It explores Diana’s life and legacy, through archival footage and conversations with those who knew her best reveal how her story remains relevant today. Entertain Me Productions/2017

Princess Diana: Conspiracy Theories
1 x 67 min, HD
Since the tragic death of Princess Diana in 1997, it has been claimed that there was an orchestrated criminal conspiracy to end the life of Diana, Princess of Wales. But could the British Royal family really be behind the murder of a lady who became an international icon? As Diana was thrust into the Monarch and the public spotlight, she helped change the public perception of the Royal family. She often struggled with a turbulent private life, which was made public to the world. Entertain Me Productions/2017

Elton John: Becoming a Rocketman
1 x 58 min, HD
Elton John is one of the most successful musicians of the last century. Having sold over 300 million albums across the globe throughout his four decades in the industry including countless platinum albums and number one hits. We take a glimpse into his incredible journey and uncover the truth behind the turbulent and eccentric life of a superstar. Entertain Me Productions/2019
Freddie Mercury: The Ultimate Showman
1 x 58 min, HD
Queen are one of the most iconic rock bands in the history of music but they didn’t earn their prestige overnight. Led by the eccentric visionary Freddie Mercury, Queen conquered the world. Who is the man behind the voice and how did a young boy from Zanzibar become The Ultimate Showman?
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

George Michael: Easy to Pretend
1 x 58 min, HD
In the early eighties George Michael conquered the world with the international popularity of Wham! He achieved hit after hit and when the time came for him to become a solo artist he didn’t hold back and his fame just kept growing. But this fame came at a price. His personal life became a target for the press and mounting pressure would lead George into a turbulent battle for his own reputation.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

Greta Thunberg: The Voice of the Future
1 x 57 min, HD
From extreme weather to complete environmental destruction, the impacts of climate change can no longer be ignored as day by day our world ticks closer to oblivion. Despite the actions of world leaders the planet is slowly dying and time is running out.
When all hope is lost an unlikely voice emerges from the darkness – Greta Thunberg.
This is the incredible true story of how the actions of one Swedish teenager went on to inspire a global movement that has pushed the fight for real action against climate change further than ever before.
No one is too small to make a difference and never before has that been clearer.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

Enrique: Latin Love
1 x 60 min, HD
Enrique Iglesias is the man who brought the sexy and exciting sound of Latin pop to audiences all over the world. He has sold more than one hundred million records worldwide, amassed more than seventy number-one rankings, voted as the sexiest singer alive and has been labelled as ‘The King of Latin Pop’.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

Eminem Rebirth
1 x 60 min, HD
Eminem is one of the most influential rappers of all time. Spanning over two decades, he has changed the sound of hip-hop and mainstream music everywhere.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

Greta Thunberg: The Voice of the Future
1 x 57 min, HD
From extreme weather to complete environmental destruction, the impacts of climate change can no longer be ignored as day by day our world ticks closer to oblivion. Despite the actions of world leaders the planet is slowly dying and time is running out.
When all hope is lost an unlikely voice emerges from the darkness – Greta Thunberg.
This is the incredible true story of how the actions of one Swedish teenager went on to inspire a global movement that has pushed the fight for real action against climate change further than ever before.
No one is too small to make a difference and never before has that been clearer.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
NEW TITLES

**Harry & Meghan: A Royal Wedding**
1 x 60 min, HD
Relive the magic of one of the most memorable weddings in history— the marriage of Prince Harry & Meghan Markle.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

**Harry & Meghan: When Two Became Three**
1 x 58 min, HD
Life hasn’t slowed down since their happily ever after. Now the Duke and Duchess of Sussex are officially a family as they announce the birth of their new son, Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor. Celebrate this momentous occasion and get up close and personal with one of the most beloved couples in the world as they continue to break all the rules and reshape the British Royal Family for the modern age.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

**Keith Richards: You Can’t Rock Me**
1 x 60 min, HD
Keith Richards is the heart and the soul of The Rolling Stones, crafting some of their classic hits that have helped cement them into the history books. He has lived a life full of drink, drugs and rock and roll and has been involved in countless legal troubles over the years.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

**Kanye West: Saint**
1 x 60 min, HD
Kanye West is one of the most recognisable rappers of the 21st century, transforming the sound of music through his production style and passionate lyrics. However, controversial statements would be a constant factor in his career, affecting his life and causing uproar around the pop culture world.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

**Lady Gaga: Encore**
1 x 54 min, HD
From piano, to burlesque, to Monster Ball. Lady Gaga is one of the most unusual pop stars to rise to fame. Her obscure fashion looks and bizarre appearances have elevated her to icon.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
Mick Jagger: A Knight to Remember
1 x 59 min, HD
There has never been a rock and roll star quite like Mick Jagger. He is the voice of a generation. With over 5 decades within the music industry, he has completely evolved the sound of music and pushed the Rolling Stones in a direction that has helped them become the biggest rock and roll band ever. He is a successful musician, artist, actor, movie producer and business man. Relive the life and career of the face of the Rolling Stones...This is Mick Jagger, A Knight to Remember.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

Shakira: Latin Queen
1 x 60 min, HD
Cathy lyrics and hip-shaking dance moves; Shakira, the Latin Queen is one of the greatest artists of our time. Top charting hits, ground-breaking collaborations and even world cup anthems; she really has changed the sound of modern pop.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

Syd: Dark Side of the Music
1 x 60 min, HD
Pink Floyd’s true origins lie with Syd Barrett. Hear the dark true story behind the man responsible for the sound of the band that would go on to conquer the world. Peel back the myth and discover the man behind the legend.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

The Bee Gees: Everlasting Words
1 x 55 min, HD
Through perseverance, hard work and creativity, these three brothers rose to the top of their profession. Writing all of their own hits, the harmonious family act became one of the world’s best-selling artists of all time, selling over more than 220 million records worldwide.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
Emmeline Pankhurst: The Making of a Militant
1 x 52 min, HD
Emmeline Pankhurst led the British suffragette movement who helped women win the right to vote. Fearsome, fearless and ready to fight to the death for her political beliefs she is remembered as a global icon. But how much do we really know about this working mum from Manchester? This documentary takes a rare look at Emmeline Pankhurst’s personal story.
Saffron Cherry Productions for BBC/ 2018

Elvis: The Men Who Knew Him Best
1 x 112 min, HD
This is the story of the King like you’ve never heard it before. Elvis Presley’s closest friends come together in this incredible tell-all documentary to reveal what life was really like as the men who knew him best.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

Jim Morrison: The Wild Child
1 x 61 min, HD
Take a dive into the world of acclaimed poet, thinker and quintessential rock star, Jim Morrison. The frontman of arguably the biggest band of the late 1960’s, tread a fine line between existence and death throughout his short lived life. The rebellious rock god and sex symbol of the 1960’s paved the way for the future rock stars of today with his vulgar lyrics and outspoken attitude.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
The Harvey Weinstein Scandal examines the rise and fall of Hollywood media mogul Harvey Weinstein and others in power. On October 4, 2017 a New York Times article lit the spark detailing the personal stories of sexual assault victims of Harvey Weinstein, shedding light on three decades of abuse by Weinstein and other dominant figures. We take a deep look inside a toxic culture without checks and balances. Including exclusive interviews with people who knew him in the industry, women who have come face to face with him and exclusive re-enactment scenes.

Entertainment Me Productions/ 2018

Hollywood’s Dark Secret

After decades of secrecy and cover ups voices that had long been silenced risked everything to share their shocking stories of abuse at the hands of some of the most powerful people in the world. Uncover the disturbing reality that is the casting couch.

Entertainment Me Productions/ 2019
**NEW TITLES**

**Alien Autopsy: The Search for Answers**

4 x 45 min, HD

Join Britain’s most renowned UFO investigator, Philip Mantle as he recounts his lifelong investigation into the greatest paranormal mystery of all time, the UFO crash at Roswell, New Mexico and the highly controversial Alien Autopsy film. Witness passion turn into obsession in his search for answers.

Entertainment Me Productions/2019

**Alien Encounters Roswell**

1 x 60 min, HD

Take a unique journey into the past to examine one of the greatest mysteries in recent history, the Roswell UFO crash. Hear the shocking testimonies of those who experienced the event first hand and delve deep into the evidence and footage that survived. Leading British Ufologist, Neil Nixon, accompanies this fascinating recounting of events and shares his own conclusions from decades of research and investigation.

Entertainment Me Productions/2019

**The Faces of Fortnite**

1 x 60 min, HD

Since its launch in 2017 Fortnite has taken the gaming world by storm. For some, it has become an empire. Streaming has been life changing for some gamers careers. Fortnite has become the most watched battle royale game the industry has ever seen. It has almost 250 million players worldwide and over 140,000 active viewers on Twitch.

Entertainment Me Productions/2019
Michael Jackson: Chase the Truth

1 x 60 min, HD

Acquitted in life, back on trial after death. Michael Jackson: Chase The Truth takes an investigative look into the legal battles of the global superstar. Close friends, former staff and researchers paint an intimate portrait of Jackson’s complicated world and put allegations of sexual abuse under the microscope.

Entertainment Me Productions/ 2019

Overwatch: Be the Hero

1 x 60 min, HD

Jump straight into one of the fastest growing games of all time, with over 40 million players and pro teams across the globe. From the creators of World of Warcraft, Blizzard introduced their first new IP in 17 years Overwatch which has become a global phenomenon.

Entertainment Me Productions/ 2018
America's Most Unusual Festivals

1 x 53 min, HD
From the sort of strange to the just plain bizarre, America's Most Unusual Festivals explores the craziest annual celebrations that the USA has to offer. If you're lucky enough to be in the right place at the right time, you might just find yourself in a hunt for dangerous reptiles at the Rattlesnake Roundup in Texas or witnessing some egregious public nudity at Mooning Amtrak in California.

Moshman Productions/ 2019

Apex Gang – Behind the Headlines

1 x 54 min, HD
Apex Gang – Behind the Headlines seeks to look beyond the media hype at a community under intense scrutiny.

Working closely with the South Sudanese community, this documentary goes to the heart of what it takes to make a multicultural society and gives pause to those who have forged a view of migrant communities based on stereotypes by separating myth from reality.

Joined Up Films Pty Ltd for NITV & SBS Australia/ 2018

Arm Nation

13 x 30 min, HD
Arm Nation focuses on the training, competitions and personal life challenges of a dozen men and women who seriously train, coach and compete in arm wrestling, one of the world’s oldest sports. But life throws all kinds of difficult curves their way as they hold down day jobs, raise families, and cope with injuries and illnesses as they strive to win big in this fast-growing sport.

Picture This Productions for APTN Canada/ 2018

The Chronicles of Mourne

4 x 30 min, HD
Narrated by actor Colin Morgan (Humans and Merlin), The Chronicles of Mourne is a four-part documentary series about the Mournes, a unique area of outstanding natural beauty, in the south of County Down in Northern Ireland.

Waddell Media for BBC 2/ 2018

Colours of China

5 x 60 min, HD/4K
Colours of China explores the immense influence colours have on our lives, depending on culture, ethnicity and community. In China, there are five very specific colours resonating with meaning, right through every layer of traditional and modern life. Using these five profoundly influential colours as a guide, the series takes the audience on a visual and cultural journey, with each episode exploring a colour revealed in spectacular landscapes, in particular moods, seasons and regions relevant only to that colour.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ZDF, CICC & Arte

The Chronicles of Mourne

4 x 30 min, HD
Narrated by actor Colin Morgan (Humans and Merlin), The Chronicles of Mourne is a four-part documentary series about the Mournes, a unique area of outstanding natural beauty, in the south of County Down in Northern Ireland.

Waddell Media for BBC 2/ 2018

Colours of China

5 x 60 min, HD/4K
Colours of China explores the immense influence colours have on our lives, depending on culture, ethnicity and community. In China, there are five very specific colours resonating with meaning, right through every layer of traditional and modern life. Using these five profoundly influential colours as a guide, the series takes the audience on a visual and cultural journey, with each episode exploring a colour revealed in spectacular landscapes, in particular moods, seasons and regions relevant only to that colour.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ZDF, CICC & Arte

Colours of China

5 x 60 min, HD/4K
Colours of China explores the immense influence colours have on our lives, depending on culture, ethnicity and community. In China, there are five very specific colours resonating with meaning, right through every layer of traditional and modern life. Using these five profoundly influential colours as a guide, the series takes the audience on a visual and cultural journey, with each episode exploring a colour revealed in spectacular landscapes, in particular moods, seasons and regions relevant only to that colour.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ZDF, CICC & Arte
Country Town Pride
1 x 51 min, HD

Country Town Pride follows transgender truck driver Holly Conroy in her bid to stage a Mardi Gras in Australia’s No. 1 Christian town: Wagga Wagga. Holly will attempt to win over priests, pastors and politicians as she seeks acceptance for the Trans community, all while she continues the process of her gender affirmation surgery.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2018

Food Fighter
1 x 52 min / 1 x 86 min , HD

Ronni Kahn used to be a collaborator in the staggering 1 trillion dollar global food waste bill. Now she’s taking on government and big business to expose an inconvenient truth: that four million tonnes of food is discarded annually in Australia alone.

Mint Pictures for Foxtel Australia/ 2018

Great Lighthouses of Ireland
4 x 60 min, HD

This series tells the story of Ireland’s lighthouses and their continuing importance to the country’s survival. For all their romance and mystery, lighthouses remain a vital part of the countries maritime infrastructure. This series illustrates our dependence on the sea, our battle with the elements, the engineering, history, science and above all the people behind these extraordinary buildings, and the pivotal role they have played in historic events.

InProduction TV for RTE Ireland/ 2018

Love Me as I Am
1 x 54 min, HD

Finding love is a tricky business at the best of times, but for young people with intellectual or learning disabilities, the challenges and stigma surrounding dating and relationships can be overwhelming. Straight-talking relationship coach, Liz Dore is on a mission to break the taboos surrounding love and relationships for all. We follow her as she helps six young people find love and acceptance on their own terms.

Southern Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2019

Me Too: The Movement
1 x 58 min, HD

Women around the world are breaking the silence. Taking to the streets and social media, in their millions. Demonstrating their anger at the deep rooted culture of sexual predation that has reached epidemic proportions. To understand the battles of today, delve into the historical fight for equality. Featuring analysis from leading feminists, and testimonies from Rose McGowan, Tippi Hedren, Dominique Huett, Kadian Noble and more.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

Planet Kinbaku
1 x 58 min / 1 x 74 min, HD

Kinbaku is originally a warrior practice designed to neutralize the prisoners made by samurai on the battlefield. In the late Edo period, when Japan was experiencing an unprecedented period of peace, it became the pretext of love practices. It involves tying a person up using simple yet visually intricate patterns, usually with several pieces of thin rope. From Paris to Tokyo, through London and Tarifa, we meet Japanese masters, Western pioneers and major players of the discipline.

Guindala Production for Spicee Channel France/ 2018

39

DOCUMENTARY
The Pool
2 x 58 min, HD
The Pool is a prime-time blue-chip documentary series that looks at Australian identity through the prism of the pool. Whether it’s the backyard pool, community pools, ocean pools, Olympic pools or outback billabongs, unlike any other country Australians come together around the pool, in all its iterations.
Mint Pictures for ABC Australia/ 2019

Searching for Winnetou
1 x 45 min, HD
Searching for Winnetou is the story of Ojibway author and humourist Drew Hayden Taylor’s quest to understand the roots of the German Obsession with Native North Americans. Inspired by 19th century author Karl May and his series of Winnetou novels, thousands of Germans attempt to live and dress as First Nations people. The documentary explores the controversy surrounding cultural appropriation of Indigenous culture in an innovative, hilarious, unnerving, yet inspiring way.
Paul Kemp Productions for CBC Canada/ 2018

The Secret Life of Death
1 x 51 min, HD
A sneak peek inside two of the oldest family-run funeral homes in Australia showcases multicultural funerals laden with colourful rites and rituals as well as the extremely rare case of a woman with terminal cancer who arranges her own extravagant funeral. But it’s also about life and love for two sassy female funeral workers – the kooky mortician and one of the youngest funeral directors in the country.
Mint Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2018

Turban Legend
1 x 54 min, HD
Turban Legend dives into the world of a thriving, high-energy hospitality and events dynasty in Sydney’s Indian community. The family business that has been at the heart of the flamboyant Indian scene is now at a crossroads. With the patriarch stepping back and his two ambitious sons Deep and Varun challenging him to modernise, it’s a battle of the old and the new. In this closely entwined family business if all goes well there is magic on the horizon. If not, they have everything to lose.
Heiress Films for SBS Australia/ 2018

Will Australia Ever Have a Black Prime Minister?
1 x 55 min, HD
What chance does an Indigenous Australian born today have of one day becoming the leader of our nation? Actor and musician Mark Coles Smith investigates the likelihood of Australia ever having a Black Prime Minister.
Joined Up Films Pty Ltd for ABC Australia/ 2019
The Vietnam War sparked important developments for the US forces, with no modern warfare rules they were forced to use the supplies and technologies they had to battle against the dangerous Viet Cong. Coming together with the limited South Vietnamese soldiers, they employed different strategies and a new system of weaponry in order to fight effectively in a jungle warfare environment.

Entertainment Me Productions / 2019
Killing JFK
1 x 60 min, HD

John F Kennedy was one of America’s greatest presidents. His influence helped push America through the most dangerous moments of the cold war, diffusing what could have been world nuclear destruction. But in November 1963, his life would come to a devastating end through the hands of an assassin. But who would kill one of the most popular presidents? Why was he a target? Join us as we investigate the life and career of JFK and ask the question: Who was really behind the killing of JFK?

Entertainment Me Productions/ 2019

Outcast: The Persecution of the Huguenots
2 x 48 min/ 1 x 90 min, HD

In 1685, the French king Louis XIV triggered the persecution of the Huguenots, a French protestant minority religion, with one stroke of a pen. They were mercilessly persecuted, they were killed, raped, and robbed, they were put in dungeons or they became galley slaves. At the end of the 17th century when there is nothing left, more than 200,000 Huguenots fled to the Protestant territories of Europe: to German principalities, but also to England, the Netherlands or America. It is one of the largest flight movements of the early modern period. With their influence on the economy, science and culture, the Huguenots changed their host countries and left traces that can still be felt today.

Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ARTE, NDR, WDR, RBB Germany/ 2019
**Grand Tours of Scotland’s Lochs**

Series 3: 6 x 30 min, HD
Also available:
Series 1: 6 x 30 min/ 3 x 60 min, HD
Series 2: 6 x 30 min/ 3 x 60 min, HD

In this brand new series of Grand Tours of Scotland’s Lochs, Paul Murton goes on another Loch-hopping journey across the country, exploring the glittering watery jewels that adorn the Scottish landscape, travelling from the fresh water lochs of the Grampian mountains to the great sea lochs that penetrate Scotland’s coast. Paul uncovers the secrets of 21 lochs across the series, meets an engaging cast of characters – and experiences the glories and variety of the ever changing scene.

Tern TV for BBC One Scotland/ 2017 – 2019

---

**The 1900 Island**

4 x 60 min / HD

The 1900 Island is a gritty and immersive modern day adventure. The living history series follows the fortunes of four modern day families as they head back over 100 years to the start of the 20th century to try their hand, living as a rural fishing community on the dramatic and wild tidal island of Llanddwyn in North-West Wales.

Wildflame Productions for BBC/ 2019

---

**Bondi Forever**

2 x 60 min/ 1 x 120 min, HD/4K

Bondi Forever is an entertaining and engaging journey from Bondi Beach’s past to its present, exploring the emergence of Bondi from a tranquil beachside suburb to one of the most recognised places on earth. Full of colourful characters and rich history, Bondi is no ordinary beach; over the years it has shaped Australia’s lifestyle, its culture and the way Australia is viewed as a nation throughout the world.

RJMedia for National Geographic/ 2019

---

**The China Mission**

1 x 50 min / 1 x 85 min / 4 x 25 min, HD

From 1920 to 1954, hundreds of Irish men and women served as Roman Catholic missionaries in Central China. They worked in social, pastoral and disaster relief services during this extraordinarily turbulent but fascinating period of Chinese history. They encountered floods, famine and disease, civil war and world war, and finally persecution and expulsion with the establishment of the Communist People’s Republic of China.

Eras Films for TG4 Ireland/ 2018
The Greatest Air Race
1 x 60 min, HD

The Greatest Air Race is presented and narrated by astronaut Andy Thomas as he embarks on a trans-continental journey to retell one of the world’s greatest aviation stories.

In 1919, four Australians became the first men to fly across the globe. They flew from London to Darwin in a rudimentary plane made of canvas, wire and wood, sitting in open cockpits with only a compass for navigation. They completed the 11,000 mile journey in 28 days.

It was an extraordinary feat of endurance and a milestone for mankind, opening the world to trans-global flight. Yet 100 years later their achievement is all but forgotten. As the centenary approaches, it’s time to inspire a new generation.

All of Us Productions for SBS Australia/ 2019

Monash and Me
2 x 57 min, HD

Monash and Me finds award-winning investigative journalist and war correspondent Peter Greste embarking on a journey to examine the story of Australia’s Great War hero, Sir John Monash. While examining the WWI battles that made Monash famous – Hamel, Amiens, Gallipoli, Peter also discovers his own family’s previously unknown role in Monash’s First Australian Imperial Force.

Artemis Media Pty Ltd for ABC Australia/ 2018

Nicholas and Alexandra: The Letters
2 x 50 min, HD

Through Tsar Nicholas II and his wife, the Empress Alexandra’s politically damning, sexually intimate and personally revealing letters, this docu-drama explores Nicholas and Alexandra’s complex love story and the couple’s role in the lead up to the Russian Revolution of 1917 which led to their eventual brutal and tragic executions.

Back2back Productions for UKTV Yesterday, Viasat World History Channel/ 2018

In Search of the Viking Horse
1 x 52 min, HD

In Search of the Viking Horse explores the link between Odin’s mythological eight legged horse and its Icelandic four legged ancestor. Brought over from Northern Europe by the Vikings over 1,000 years ago, the Icelandic Horse is one of the last remaining pure breeds. Living amid the dramatic Icelandic landscape, this horse is extraordinary in its pace and endurance. The programme traces the legend, history and training of this special Icelandic breed and the reasons for its current popularity.

Bacchus Films/ 2019

The Perseus Survivor
1 x 55 min, HD/4K

The documentary drama tells the story of the only man who survived the wreckage of the World War II Submarine HMS Perseus, which sank unnoticed in 1941. With the help of a team of historians, famous underwater wrecks researcher, writer and professional diver Richie Kohler tries to understand why a simple submariner got involved in the transportation of a secret cargo as part of the high-end spy games between the Axis and the Alliance.

Maximus Distribution Limited/ 2018
Host and award-winning chef Vivian Howard takes viewers on a culinary tour of the South through cross-cultural dishes that appear on every neighbour’s table. With Somewhere South, Howard serves as both student and guide, exploring cross-cultural dishes through the professional and personal relationships she has with southerners of many backgrounds. Each episode explores the connectivity of a single dish, and the ways people of different identities interpret that dish while expressing the complex values, identities, and histories that make up the American South.
Rory O’Connell: A Long Weekend In…

8 x 25 min, HD

Popular chef and food writer Rory O’Connell is enjoying the culture as well as the cuisine of eight European cities – Palma de Mallorca, Vienna, Lisbon, Madrid, Bath, Nantes, Copenhagen and Edinburgh.

This new eight part series sees Rory visiting a different city in each episode, and while the primary focus is on food, Rory is a knowledgeable guide to so much more, with art and design being particular interests of his.

At the end of each episode, Rory makes a delicious dish with the local produce which he sources on his travels.

In Production for RTE/ 2019

Appetite For Adventure!

Series 1 – 13 x 26 min, HD
Series 2 – 13 x 22 min, HD/4K

Join series host and seafood enthusiast, Stephanie Harris-Uyidi, for a full season of shows as she travels to exotic locations to take on new adventures and creates fabulous pescatarian meals using local seafood and ingredients. She also does a bit of shopping along the way!

The Posh One Studios/ 2015 - 2019

Born to Cook: Jack Stein Down Under

Series 1 – Margaret River: 4 x 26 min, HD
Series 2 – The Kimberley: 6 x 26 min, HD

Jack Stein, son of Rick, is quick, charming and ever-so self-deprecatingly British. Along with Rick Stein, Jack is in Australia looking for new ideas for the Rick Stein restaurants in the UK and Australia. They head North-West to the spectacular Kimberley Region with its red cliffs, blue skies and green ocean.

Mago Films for UKTV & SBS Food/ 2017 - 2018

A Chef’s Life

Available in HD:
Series 1: 13 x 27 min
Series 2: 14 x 27 min + Christmas Special: 1 x 60 min
Series 3: 13 x 27 min
Series 4: 10 x 27 min
Series 5: 10 x 27 min + Harvest Special: 1 x 60 min

The award-winning cooking series follows the trials and travails of Chef Vivian Howard, her husband, and their farm-to-table restaurant. Each episode follows Vivian into cornfields, strawberry patches and hog farms as she searches for ingredients for her seasonal menus.

Markay Media, LLC for PBS USA/ 2013 – 2018
Food Safari Water  
13 x 24 min, HD
Food Safari Water is a vibrant 13-part series which showcases the great seafood dishes of the world and explores the traditions of catching and preserving fish, shellfish, crustaceans and sea vegetables - a celebration of hardworking fishermen and women, divers and foragers, processors and smokers as well as the brilliant chefs and home cooks who share their treasured recipes and techniques. The programme covers cuisines as diverse as Senegalese, Sri Lankan, Greek, Spanish, Peruvian, Lebanese, Turkish, Thai, English and Brazilian.
Kismet Productions for SBS Australia/ 2018

Life Inside the Markets  
Series 1: 12 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 12 x 30 min, HD
Series 3: 12 x 22 min, HD
Meet all the wonderful hard working men & women of Sydney Markets - the largest fruit, veg & flower wholesale market in the Southern Hemisphere. The series showcases the market’s characters and chaos, a nocturnal world where deals are done, millionaires made and fresh produce finds its way to plates across Australia and the world.
Hark Attack Pty Ltd for TEN Network and 7 Network Australia/ 2015 – 2018

Luke Nguyen’s Food Trail  
13 x 30 min, HD
Vietnamese born Australian chef Luke Nguyen tracks his life and career from where it all started in Sydney and Brisbane, moving to Saigon to visit his family home. Luke travels onto Hong Kong which provides another important influence for his cuisine through his Hakka heritage. Throughout the series Luke is joined by close friends, local chefs and of course his family which play such a large part of this life.
Red Creative Media for SBS Australia/ 2018

My Market Kitchen  
Series 1: 90 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 90 x 30 min, HD
Series 3: 60 x 30 min, HD
Best friends Emma Dean and Lynton Tapp collaborate in the My Market Kitchen studio to create their fresh, modern Australian cuisine. Foraging for the best ingredients from local producers and the Queen Victoria Market, Lynton and Emma transform simple produce into delicious meals to inspire the home cook.
Creative Media Productions for Network Ten Australia/ 2017 - 2019

Cooking Hawaiian Style  
13 x 22 min, HD
Cooking Hawaiian Style is a cooking show sharing the true essence of what makes Hawaii so special and unique through food. What began as a simple concept focused on sharing recipes online, mostly to “expats” who were hungry for everything that reminded them of the flavours of home, is now an award winning TV show. The food series celebrates the richness of Hawaii’s culinary culture featuring Hawaiian and Hawaiian–style recipes from all ethnicities.
Hawaii Entertainment Group LLC for Lifestyle Network USA/ 2019
Tasting Tasmania
10 x 22 min, HD
Following the success of television series Ben’s Menu, Ben Milbourne takes off on a new adventure circumnavigating and exploring the culinary paradise of his home... Tasmania. On route Ben checks out the local cultures, unique animals, and best restaurants and talks to producers and takes in the Tasmanian landscape that will blow your mind.
Creative Media Productions for Lifestyle FOOD Australia/ 2016

Treyvaud's Kitchen
6 x 27 min, HD
Without setting any timers, Chef Paul Treyvaud shows how to cook up a storm in the comfort of your own home in a very short time. The emphasis is on getting into the kitchen, perfecting simple cooking techniques and having a laugh along the way.
Dundara Productions for TV3 Ireland/ 2018

New Zealand with Nadia Lim
8 x 24 min, HD
Masterchef winner Nadia Lim gets up close and personal with the food of her native New Zealand. See Nadia as she helps out at a remote sheep station, tastes Manuka honey straight from a beehive and eats mussels pulled right from the sea.
KMmedia Ltd for The Asian Food Channel & TVNZ/ 2014

Treyvaud Travels
9 x 26 min, HD
Paul Treyvaud embarks on a journey around Ireland, exploring some iconic locations, all while meeting hilarious characters and cooking dishes in his unique and original way.
Champ and Chips for Virgin Media/ 2015

Paul and Nick’s Big New Zealand Food Trip
8 x 30 min, HD
Chefs Paul Rankin and Nick Nairn are once again hitting the road on the culinary adventure of a lifetime. This time they are in the breath-taking vistas and farmlands of New Zealand where they are cooking fantastic meals for the descendants of the Ulster Scots and Scottish pioneers who helped build this great country.
Waddell Media for UTV/ 2018

Paul and Nick’s Big New Zealand Food Trip
8 x 30 min, HD
Chefs Paul Rankin and Nick Nairn are once again hitting the road on the culinary adventure of a lifetime. This time they are in the breath-taking vistas and farmlands of New Zealand where they are cooking fantastic meals for the descendants of the Ulster Scots and Scottish pioneers who helped build this great country.
Waddell Media for UTV/ 2018
LYNDEY MILAN

Inside Lyndey’s Kitchen
9 x 3–5 min, HD
2 x 28 min Celebrating Christmas, HD
Lyndey Milan shares her years of experience as cook, teacher, award-winning cookbook author and mother as she presents nine interstitials on how to cook. Along with her signature streamlined teaching style and fool-proof recipes Lyndey’s lessons are designed to capture the interest of novices and more experienced cooks alike. Lyndey’s Classic and Contemporary Christmas half hour episodes set the scene for a no-fuss Christmas feast with a series of foolproof recipes.
Produced by Flame Productions / 2011 & 2015

Lyndey Milan’s Taste of Ireland
8 x 26 min, HD
Join food and wine personality Lyndey Milan as she tastes her way across the Emerald Isle, enjoying fabulous food, majestic landscapes and intriguing culture. It’s the locals who illuminate the series, sweeping Lyndey through the cobbled streets and rolling pastures to discover Ireland’s best-kept secrets. Over eight episodes, Lyndey explores an Ireland unknown to many—rich in exciting produce and delicious food.
Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2012
FESTIVAL ASIA TV PRIZA, SAPPORO 2012 - TV AWARD

Lyndey & Herbie’s Moveable Feast
8 x 24 min, HD
Culinary Queen Lyndey Milan and spice King Ian ‘Herbie’ Hemphill embark on a quirky road trip in “Edna”, a 1961 convertible EK Holden through some of the most stunning and celebrated food and wine regions of Australia. Along the way they find not only superb primary produce but the colourful characters who grow it. The fun ramps up when the contemporary recipes created are given a hit of spice.
Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2012

Lyndey Milan’s Baking Secrets
6 x 25 min, HD
6 x 25 min Summer Baking Secrets, HD
Lyndey Milan’s Baking Secrets is jam-packed with mouth-watering, show-stopping baked goods – gorgeous occasion cakes, tarts, crumbles, pies and breads. If you can bake it, she can make it and tell you how to make every recipe a winner. The food reflects the brightness and joy of summer. Lyndey offers time-saving tips, secrets and personal insights every home baker can experience.
Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2014 & 2016

Lyndey & Blair’s Taste of Greece
8 x 26 min, HD
Engaging mother and son duo Lyndey and Blair Milan embark on a unique epicurean road trip around Greece with servings of tantalizing food, a nod to history and myth, and a big slice of adventure. Come on this trip of a lifetime as they meet local characters and hear the stories of Greek culture told through the food they share.
Flame Productions for SBS TV Australia / 2011

Lyndey Milan’s Taste of Australia
16 x 26 min, HD
Join much-loved TV personality Lyndey Milan as she unearths characters, places, pastures and heroes and delivers a real Taste of Australia. Lyndey ventures from the foodie hot spots in capital cities, to sparkling oceans and all the way to the bush. Everything is on the menu and nothing is off limits as Lyndey showcases the backbone of a thriving Australian culinary culture.
Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2014
2016 GOURMAND WORLD AWARDS - BEST FOOD TV SHOW

Lyndey & Blair’s Taste of Greece
8 x 26 min, HD

FESTIVAL ASIA TV PRIZA, SAPPORO 2012 - TV AWARD
Travel & Adventure

RETURNING TITLE

Overland

Series 20 – North & West Africa: 8 x 52 min, HD
Also available in HD:
Series 12: 16 x 45 min - In the Heart of Black Africa
Series 13: 8 x 50 min - 25 Years along the Silk Roads
Series 14: 8 x 50 min - Caucasus, People and Cultures at the Crossroads of Europe and Asia
Series 15: 8 x 50 min - The North West of China
Series 16: 8 x 50 min - Bolivia and Peru
Series 17: 8 x 52 min - Extreme South-East Asia
Series 18: 9 x 52/1 x 115 min - Europe to Afghanistan
Series 19: 8 x 60 min - India

Italy’s most popular adventure journey is returning with eight new episodes taking viewers to North & West Africa through Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Nigeria.

Setting off from Italy by land, the 9 months long exciting expedition is not without risk but crosses through marvellous unspoiled landscapes and the Overland team meets the most authentic people in remote areas. The 45,000 km journey is made challenging by the state of the roads –that are often non-existent– and delicate geo-political situations but presents a region of unique beauty in the world, full of history, culture and humanity.

Overland Network SRL for RAI Italy/ 2011 – 2019
**Blarney - A Year on the Estate**  
8 x 22 min, **HD**

A unique documentary filmed over a year taking a look behind the scenes of the work required to keep the world famous Blarney Castle Estate in Ireland up and running as it deals with thousands of tourists from all around the world. Mention Blarney Castle and you immediately think of the famous stone granting the gift of eloquence to all that kiss it. But there is much more than just that famous stone - there are huge gardens to maintain, a working farm, horses to prepare for events, a massive forestry to look after and 60+ members of staff who play their part all under the watchful eye of owner Sir Charles Colthurst.

AV3 for RTE/ 2019

---

**Big Fish Big Adventure**  
8 x 22 min, **HD**

*Big Fish Big Adventure* follows an exploration charter company ‘Big Cat Reality’ that caters to the desires of open-water fishing enthusiasts and adventure seekers. Introducing them to some of the most beautiful, still unexplored fishing destinations the world has to offer. More than just a fishing show, the series offers adventure, reveals Queensland’s long-lost maritime history, undersea life, the thrill of extreme fishing and ocean exploration.

David Quarrell Productions/ 2019
My Greek Odyssey
Series 3: 12 x 45 min, HD/ 4K
Also available in HD/ 4K:
Series 1: 13 x 45 min
Series 2: 12 x 45 min
This series of My Greek Odyssey sees host Peter Maneas steering his beautiful boat, Mia Zoi, further to the east and into the Dodecanese, a region with over 160 of them, with 26 being inhabited. The geographical location not only means that the Ottoman influence is strong, but the landscapes are much more arid, hot and dryer than other parts of Greece, which gives it a character of its own, and makes it such a special part of the Mediterranean.

Seeing The USA
7 x 30 min, HD/ 4K
Experience The USA by embarking on adventurous voyages of discovery with Brandy Yanchyk. Seeing The USA will take you on an exciting journey through the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of Alaska, Oregon, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii and Louisiana.

Brandy Y Productions/ 2020
All Hands on Deck
3 x 60 min, HD
A new three-part series following hotelier and TV personality Francis Brennan as he sails the Baltic capitals on the 3,560-guest Regal Princess cruise ship. During each hour-long episode he gains an insight into what life is like for the ship’s 1,600 crew members by stepping into the shoes of three of the most senior on-board roles: Maître ’D, Entertainment Director and General Manager.
Waddell media for RTE Ireland/ 2019

Arctic Quest
1 x 56 min, HD
Alone and unsupported, Geoff Wilson kite-skied across Antarctica, his adventure documented in the award-winning film, 47 Below. Now Geoff tackles another polar record. This time he wants to set the record for the fastest kite-ski crossing of Greenland’s ice sheet. From South to North it’s a distance of 2,200 kilometres and to break the record he must cover this frozen desert in less than 23 days. But this time, he’ll have a partner – his son-in-law, Simon, who’s never done anything like this before.
5th Element Production for Nat Geo ANZ / 2018

Celebrity Globetrotters
6 x 30 min, HD
Senator David Norris, writer Victoria Mary Clarke, Crystal Swing’s Derek Burke, singer Dana, comedienne Alison Spittle and Olympian David Gillick show us the highlights of Morocco in Celebrity Globetrotters. In each episode one celebrity takes the lead, bringing their fellow travellers on their chosen itinerary. From the lofty Atlas Mountains to coastal Casablanca with stops in Rabat, Chefchaouen, Fez and Berber villages along the way, the celebrities take to the skies in a hot air balloon, haggle in the souks, enjoy traditional Moroccan cuisine and take part in local entertainment as they make their way through the kingdom.
Waddell Media for RTE Ireland/ 2019

Francis Brennan’s Grand Tour of South Africa
6 x 30 min, HD
Hotelier and TV personality Francis Brennan acts as a tour guide to twelve paying guests who are about to embark on a surprise trip of a lifetime. South Africa. Francis has organised a thirteen day epic tour of South Africa starting in Johannesburg, where they visit Soweto, before heading south. In the Eastern Cape they experience a safari experience, followed by a drive down the world famous Garden Route (with a surprise bungee jump) ending up in beautiful Cape Town.
Waddell Media for RTE Ireland/ 2019
### Getaways

Available in **HD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series 1</td>
<td>6 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 2</td>
<td>6 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 3</td>
<td>6 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 4</td>
<td>6 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 5</td>
<td>6 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 6</td>
<td>7 x 30 min</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This long running travel series takes viewers around the world to experience the highlights of popular holiday destinations. From San Francisco to Istria, Krakow to Toronto, you will see what makes these cities such special spots for a break away.

Waddell Media for RTE & BBC Ireland/ 2013 - 2018

### Going Places with Ernie Dingo

Series 1: 14 x 52 min / 14 x 30 min, **HD**  
Series 2: 16 x 52 min / 16 x 30 min, **HD**

TV personality Ernie Dingo takes viewers on a special journey to destinations across Australia with all its stunning beauty and diverse characters. Ernie's love for and connection to Australia along with his unique charm opens doors, disarms locals and finds the special stories of people who have become a modern part of the country's ancient story - the park rangers, shop keepers, tour operators and scientists.

For NITV for SBS & NITV Australia/ 2016 - 2018

### The Hunters Club

Series 1: 9 x 25 min / 1 x 48 min, **HD**  
Series 2: 9 x 25 min / 1 x 60 min, **HD**  
Series 3: 10 x 60 min, **HD**

The Hunters Club features epic journeys into New Zealand’s pristine wilderness regions following a tight knit group of passionate hunters and outdoors men as they embark on often extreme adventures. These guys aren’t afraid to tackle the toughest challenges the sport has to offer, regularly risking life and limb in order to bring home the spoils of victory.

The Hunters Club Ltd for Sky Sports & Prime NZ/ 2014 - 2018

### My Mother’s Islands

5 x 30 min, **HD**

Following in her mother’s footsteps, the pioneering broadcaster Shirley Maddock, Elisabeth Easther leads viewers on a stunning expedition and gives an insight into how life has changed on the islands of the east coast of New Zealand since her mother visited them in 1964 while producing the original Islands of the Gulf, New Zealand’s first documentary series.

Top Shelf Productions for TVNZ/ 2018

### Seeing Canada

Series 1: 6 x 26 min, **HD/4K**  
Series 2: 6 x 26 min, **HD/4K**

Seeing Canada connects viewers to Canada’s iconic nature, thrilling adventures and unique, varied culture. Canadian journalist Brandy explores the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of Canada. Through Brandy’s charm, sense of humour and adventurous spirit, the audience has a chance to learn something new about even the most familiar of destinations.

Brandy Y Productions/ 2017 – 2019

### Wayfarer

6 x 30 min, **HD**

Join international travel expert and editor James Wilkinson as he finds the best places to eat, stay and play in eight of the world’s hottest destinations. Curated travel snapshot aimed at time poor executive and luxury travellers, the series covers London, Paris, Berlin, Hawaii and Singapore.

BIG Unlimited & Intermedia Group for Sky News Australia/ 2018
With our planet standing at a crossroads, communities around the world are feeling the impact of climate change, and our window to stop the planet warming is rapidly closing. Enter five young “Waste Warriors”, recruited from three very different schools across Australia, who are ready to take up the challenge to save the earth. Together with their classmates and communities they transform their schools’ relationships with the environment – forever.

Emerald Films & Metamorflix for ABC Australia / 2018
**NEW**

**Stlime with Talisa and Friends**
1 x 51 min, HD

Over the last couple of years the slime community has been growing! So grab your bowl and join our amazing slimers to make some serious slime!

Talisa Tossel, our slime expert, is joined by some of her slime friends to bring you some great slime tips and tricks. Follow these step-by-step guides including special tips on how to make extra unique slime. Together you will mix a combination of fun, arts and crafts and science to create what is known as SLIME. Using a range of random household elements to design some fabulous and exciting slime creations!

Entertain Me/ 2019

**Fun with Slime**
3 x 45 min, HD

It’s time to make some slime! Grab your mixing bowl because you’re about to learn from some of the best slimers on the internet. Join in the fun as you’re guided through over 10 slime recipes step-by-step.

Entertain Me/ 2018

**#Beasts**
40 x 10 min, HD/4K

A series of short programs counting down the world’s most dangerous animals.

From the most poisonous, to the strongest and cleverest creatures on the planet. We’ll get to know the world’s most cunning animals and those who’ll frighten even the toughest hunters. Rammed full of feline facts, each show is a mix of the most astonishing animal clips from around the world with cheeky voiceover and dynamic graphics to entertain and educate our young viewers with a glimpse of the most awesome animals in the world!

Wildflame for S4C/ 2019

**Apple Tree House**
Series 1: 30 x 15 min, HD
Series 2: 30 x 15 min, HD
Series 3: 25 x 15 min, HD

Apple Tree House is set in a vibrant inner-city estate that is bursting with life! Join Mali, Sam and Bella as they experience life, have adventures, solve daily problems and overcome childhood dilemmas. Each episode brings an opportunity for them to have fun and discover something new about contemporary life, all within the safety net of their loving families and the inspirational, supportive community that surrounds them.

Five Apple for CBeebies / 2017-2018
**Does It Fart?**

*Format Available*
10 x 4 min, HD

*Does It Fart?* is a fun-meets-science kids series that investigates all the amazing creatures in our world who pass gas, by bringing together science, entertainment, and humour to provide one smell of a good time. With the help of zoologist Rosie, Jr. scientists and fart fanatics, Ilamaria and Joey set out each episode to discover which animals fart, the biology behind their breaking of wind, and what effect their flatulence has on the environment and other species.

Yellow Bear Studios for CBC Canada/ 2018

---

**Molly and Mack**

20 x 15 min, HD

Molly is 7 years old. Her big brother Mack is 18 years old. Her Dad, James, is single and very busy at work. So, when school is over somebody needs to look after Molly and she knows who she’d like that person to be – her big brother Mack. Mack’s not so sure. Mack runs “Vintage Toys and Records” stall in the Big Hub, a large old Hall used by the whole Community of Bridgetown. He hasn’t got time to look after his little sister! But family always comes first and he agrees to look after Molly. For Molly this is a wonderful opportunity to hang out with her brother as they share adventures together in the market with the warm, funny, loving community who work there.

BBC for Cbeebies/ 2019

---

**We’re Going on a Bear Hunt**

1 x 30 min, HD

Adapted from the much loved International Best Seller by author Michael Rosen, the animation follows five siblings setting off on an unlikely adventure in search of a bear. Along their adventure they come up against a host of unexpected obstacles. Rising to the challenge, the children venture through long wavy grass, thick oozy mud, a big dark forest and a swirling whirling snowstorm.

Lupus Films & Walker Productions for Channel 4 UK/ 2016
Sport

**NEW**

**Bare Knuckle Boxing**

6 x Live events per annum
10+ previously recorded events
120+ bouts
50+ hours of supporting content

The oldest combat sport in the world has a new home and an exhilarating new look.

From the pubs and back alleys of London to Wembley and the O2 Arena, BKB & Flame Media bring this intensely exciting purist combat sport into the mainstream where it belongs. Six events per year, 10 fights per event, 150 professional fighters.

Every fan of combat sport needs to tune in to a Bare Knuckle Boxing event and immerse themselves in the spine tingling, adrenaline pumping atmosphere. Viewers will be hooked.

Live broadcast available in all territories with 100+ previously filmed fights available and a back catalogue including weigh-ins, pre & post-match interviews, origin stories and more.

Ubbad Promotions/ BKB
The Story of Irish Street Art
1 x 50 min, HD
This documentary gives a snapshot of modern Ireland through the lens of street art. In recent years Ireland has seen an explosion in street art along with enormous social change. This film explores the street art scene, from humble beginnings projecting political murals on Belfast’s walls to today’s superstar artists and their influence over modern Ireland.

Ronin Films for RTE/2019
The Love Experiment

Can 36 questions make two complete strangers fall in love?

Humans crave connection. Yet almost 50% of our daily interaction is now with a screen. Social isolation is a growing health epidemic. A third of marriages still end in divorce. And the world at large remains in conflict, unable to find common ground.

What if one social experiment could solve it all?

In The Love Experiment format, we attempt to reconnect the world in an authentic way: via an uplifting social experiment – with a basis in hard science. Introducing the travelling laboratory that invites single strangers, estranged couples and total opposites to bear their souls to one another.

Media Stockade for RTBF
24 Hours: Police

24 Hours: Police compares frontline policing on the violent angry streets of four international cities. Police are filmed in action in the same 24 hour period in these cities on the worst night of the week. Witness first-hand what life is really like for police and see the differences between policing methods and overall crime statistics in each city.

Razor Films for TV3 New Zealand

Doctor in the House

A crusading medical team make the ultimate house call to challenge a household to wake up to the health threats in their future. Each episode, they follow one household everywhere. In an emotive intervention the doctors reveal in graphic detail the worst case scenarios, connecting the dots between their daily behaviours and the impact on their health.

Independent Pictures for TV3 Ireland

The Commute

Ten Cars, ten journeys. What do people really talk about in cars?

The Commute takes the mundanity of the morning journey and used it to delve into the daily conversation.

The intimate fixed-rig format captures sibling squabbles, political debates and road-rage tantrums as cars up and down the country make their way to school, work and morning appointments. It also results in a strong array of entertaining debate as contributors react and discuss world events and news.

Waddell Media for BBC and TG4

Does It Fart?

Does It Fart? is a fun-meets-science kids series that investigates all the amazing creatures in our world who pass gas, by bringing together science, entertainment, and humour to provide one smell of a good time.

Yellow Bear Studios for CBC Canada
**Project Planet**

Five young “Waste Warriors”, recruited from three very different schools are ready to take up the challenge to save the earth. Together with their classmates and communities they transform their schools’ relationships with the environment – forever.

Emerald Films & Metamorflix for ABC Australia

---

**Redesign My Brain**

TV personality Todd Sampson is on a quest for a better brain. He puts brain training to the test as he undergoes a radical brain makeover in a documentary series on the revolutionary new science of neuroplasticity. In other words, with specific training, anyone can become smarter, increase their memory capacity, and reverse mental aging. Sampson puts that premise to the test, as over the course of three months he undertakes a scientifically endorsed training program to turn his ordinary brain into a “super-brain”.

This unique, transformative and interactive experience ended up as one of the most watched Australian science documentary series.

Mindful Media for ABC Australia

---

**Run For Your Life**

Welsh rugby legend Gareth ‘Alfie’ Thomas is giving himself just 16 weeks to train 100 first-time runners to compete in the Cardiff Half Marathon. Can ‘Alfie’s Angels’ overcome personal heartaches and pain barriers as they face challenges on the road to the half marathon starting pistol?

Wales & Co Media for BBC Wales
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